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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we present a Support Vector Machine (SVM) based pixel classifier for a semi-automated segmentation 

algorithm to detect neuronal membrane structures in stacks of electron microscopy images of brain tissue samples. This 

algorithm uses high-dimensional feature spaces extracted from center-surrounded patches, and some distinct edge 

sensitive features for each pixel in the image, and a training dataset for the segmentation of neuronal membrane 

structures and background. Some threshold conditions are later applied to remove small regions, which are below a 

certain threshold criteria, and morphological operations, such as the filling of the detected objects, are done to get 

compactness in the objects. The performance of the segmentation method is calculated on the unseen data by using three 

distinct error measures: pixel error, wrapping error, and rand error, and also a pixel by pixel accuracy measure with 

their respective ground-truth. The trained SVM classifier achieves the best precision level in these three distinct errors at 

0.23, 0.016 and 0.15, respectively; while the best accuracy using pixel by pixel measure reaches 77% on the given 

dataset. The results presented here are one step further towards exploring possible ways to solve these hard problems, 

such as segmentation in medical image analysis. In the future, we plan to extend it as a 3D segmentation approach for 3D 

datasets to not only retain the topological structures in the dataset but also for the ease of further analysis.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

With the recent advancements in the automated collection of large image datasets of nano-scale Electron Microscopy 

(EM) images of brain tissue [1, 2], have resulted in interest in the neuroscience community to develop computational 

algorithms for an automated analysis system in order to understand the structures and connectivity more accurately and 

automatically [3]. The development of such a system is important as it would help neuroscientists better understand the 

maps of the partial or the complete brain [4].  To develop such a system, the first step is to find connectomes in the tissue 

in order to understand the complete connectivity in the brain map. To find the connectomes, first synapses should be 

identified along with the axons and dendrites or wires must be traced through the images [5].   

Segmentation usually is the first and the most challenging phase in automated analysis. In the given datasets, there 

are two types of boundaries in the images; boundaries between neurites and boundaries of the intracellular organelles. 

The most challenging part in this problem is how to deal with both types of boundaries while retaining the topological 

structure of the brain maps [5].  Previously, several methods have been proposed for similar data to track and segment 

axons, such as, machine learning technique [5], hierarchical classification [6], graph cuts [7], and semi-automated level-

set segmentation and active contour methods [8, 9]. However, active contour models and level-set methods are 

computationally expensive and require a starting point in each image and do not perform well where boundaries are 

noisy and have artifacts [10]. We have addressed one such problem in our previous work described in [10, 11] for 

delineating the boundaries of endothelial cell cytoplasm, but the problem in the data in this research is manifoldly more 

difficult. In this data, we have to account for the topological neuronal structures as well as the boundaries of neurons 

along with the small elements in the images, such as mitochondria. Sometimes, the boundaries are either missing or 

badly affected due to noise and/or other artifacts. To address these problems, we modified the algorithm in [11] and 

introduced some edge-sensitive features, such as Gradients of 3 by 3 patches for each pixel, obtained from each image in 

the given data in the existing features vector. Therefore, in this research we have taken an approach based on machine 

learning technique.  In this paper, we present a semi-automated segmentation technique using an SVM based machine 

learning algorithm on a high dimensional feature space generated from patch-based multiple-features and a set of small 

training examples to build an algorithm in order to detect neuronal structures in EM images of brain tissue. In this 

approach, we have chosen a training image, which contains both types of boundaries and trained with a Support Vector 



 

 
 

 

Machine (SVM) as a classifier. The SVM has been used in many applications in the past and has consistently 

outperformed many algorithms in classification of the data samples [12]; that is why we opted to work with SVM as a 

classifier. In short, SVMs create an n-dimensional features space for each object and background, and then define a 

hyper-plane that best separates samples from the two classes [13]. This hyper-plane then determines the classes of 

unknown samples in the test feature space relative to the position of each test sample in two different classes, 

‘‘membrane’’ and ‘‘non-membrane’’.  The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents data gathering 

methods. Section 3 presents a segmentation method. The results of the segmentation algorithm are presented in  Section 

4. Finally, Section 5 presents some concluding remarks and future work.   

 

2. IMAGE DATASETS 

Given two datasets containing a stack of 30 sections of the Drosophila acquired through a serial section Transmission 

Electron Microscopy (ssTEM) [14], one of which has manually traced binary groundtruth. The corresponding boundaries 

as labels are provided with “0” for the objects and “1” for the rest of background pixels [5]. In this paper, we have taken 

just one section of the training data along with its manually labeled groundtruth for the training of our machine learning 

classifier, as shown in the Figure 1(a), to reduce the computational complexities and increase the efficiency in the 

learning process.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1.(a) Training image and its respective manually labeled groundtruth. (b) Flow Chart of the Segmentation Algorithm.   

3. SEGMENTATION METHOD 

For the segmentation, first features are extracted and then these features are normalized to a range between [-1, +1]. 

For the classification purposes, these features are extracted along with the respective groundtruth data to create a binary 

classifier that is then applied to the rest of the image feature spaces generated from the test images to get the binary 

results. In the next step, some post-processing operations are applied, such as: morphological and shape thresholds are 

set up on these binary images to produce improved and clean binary images. The flow chart of the segmentation 

algorithm is given in Figure 1(b). The features extracted from these images are explained in the next section.  

3.1. Feature Selection 
A set of 24 distinct features, taken from 3 by 3 neighborhood patches of pixel intensities, of the image and some 

edge-sensitive feature patches, is extracted to describe feature information for a candidate pixel; as described in Equation 

(1).   
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Where I3x3 is the intensity and M, R, m and G are median, range, energy, 2
nd

, 3
rd

 and 4
th

 order spatial moments and 

gradient of the image patch respectively. These 24 features are taken from n by n neighboring pixels from the candidate 

pixel where n is the number of pixels, here n =3, in the neighborhood of the candidate pixel of the image. Gradients can 

be utilized to increase the visibility of edges and other details present in an image and are widely used in artificial vision 

and/or biological vision systems [15]. Some of these features are already discussed in detail elsewhere [11, 16].  

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

All components of the algorithms are implemented in MATLAB and using the LIBSVM package [17], unless 

otherwise stated. The results obtained from two sets of 512 x 512 x 30 pixel images are promising and show a clear 

detection of neuronal structures and some small elements such as mitochondria.  In this method, we have chosen only 

one image of 512 x 512 pixels as shown in Figure 1, along with manually labeled groundtruth for the training to obtain 

the classifier that was then applied on the rest of the test image datasets, with unknown groundtruth, of the ISBI 2012 

EM Segmentation Challenge to get binary results [14, 18]. An SVM-RBF based classifier with 10-fold cross-validation 

is obtained in a set of 512 x 512 training samples extracted from the original training image with its manually labeled 

ground-truth. The best training machine was obtained by setting different ranges of, gamma  (width of the kernel), cost 

and weight parameters in the SVM-RBF kernel, K(x; xi) = exp (−γ || x−xi ||2 ), which is then opted to perform the 

classification on the test datasets. We trained the SVM classifier on a set of 512 x 512 training samples and then applied 

this classifier without further modification to given test datasets of 30 images of size 512 x 512 pixels to get binary 

classification. The binary images of test image are presented in the Figures 2. After finding the binary images using 

SVM, we then applied morphological operation for filling of the detected objects. Then, some thresholds; such as: 

minimum and maximum areas and shape indices, defined as: 4 π x (Area/Perimeter2), of the detected objects, are applied 

to get the compactness of the objects and remove small elements and noise detected through SVM classification. This 

step also removes some important elements as well along with the noise from the binary images, which can be avoided 

by introducing some more edge-sensitive and data relevant features in the classification or in the setting up of the 

thresholds; which are yet to be explored.   

4.1. Segmentation Performance Measures 

The performance of the segmentation method is calculated on the test data by using three distinct error measures: 

pixel error, warping error and rand error as explained in [5] with their respective ground-truth. These measures  are 

defined as: pixel error (PE), the number of image pixels on which machine and human boundary labeling disagree, 

random error (RE), based on Rand index [5], which is an error measure of the  frequency with which the two 

segmentations disagree over whether a pair of pixels belongs to the same or different objects, and wrapping error (WE) 

metric which tolerates disagreements over boundary locations while penalizing topological disagreements and it can be 

used as a cost function for supervised learning  in boundary detection, as explained in [5]. In short, the PE is a 

convenient cost function for supervised learning, but is too sensitive to boundary locations. RE measures the similarities 

between two data groups and evaluates whether the grouping of pixels into separate objects is correct, but small 

differences in the location of object boundaries penalize and make RE slightly higher; while merging and splitting of 

objects tend to increase RE by a large amount [5]. To overcome these shortcomings, the same group introduced 

wrapping error for the digital topology of boundary detection and possesses the properties such as: it tolerates minor 

differences in boundary locations, penalizes topological disagreements and serves as a convenient cost function in 

supervised learning [5]. The trained SVM classifier achieves the best precision level in these three distinct errors at 0.23, 

0.016 and 0.15 respectively on the given dataset [14, 18]. In another performance analysis of our method on one dataset 

of 30 sections whose manually labeled images are available, we calculated errors using pixel by pixel matching. By 

keeping one section as a training sample and the remaining 29 sections for classification and verification purposes, we 

found the accuracies of the segmentation results given in Table 1. We then generated Receiver Operating Characteristics 

(ROC) curves to measure sensitivity and specificity of these images, presented in the Table 1 (b). The range of 

accuracies using pixel by pixel measure reaches from ~71 % to ~77 % on the segmented results. The original along with 

their segmented images are presented in Figure 2.   



 

 
 

 

 

  

Fig. 2. Segmentation results on two datasets of stack of sizes 512 x 512 x 30 pixels.  (a) Left panel: Original 30 images of 

each datasets. (b) Right panel: Binary images obtained using SVM Classifier and post-processing operations. 
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Table 1. Table presents the image accuracies and TP, FP, TN and FN, respectively, on a set of 29 images. Note: The first 

image in the set of 30 sections was used in the SVM classifier training process. The graphs on the right of the table 

represent two sample ROC curves of the segmentation specificity and sensitivity.  

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, we develop a method for segmentation using a SVM based machine-learning technique with a 24-

dimensional patch-based feature vector for neuronal structures for EM images in brain tissue samples. The method first 

finds a set of distinct features representing each pixel and then binary classifies them into, 0 and 1. Later, different shape 

Image # Accuracy (%) Image # Accuracy (%) 

2    75.6 17    71.4 

3    74.2 18    72.7 

4    77. 4 19    74.2 

5    76.1 20    76.5 

6    72.4 21    78.5 

7    75.1 22    75.7 

8    73.1 23    72.3 

9    74.0 24    76.7 

10    71.8 25    75.0 

11    75.9 26    75.8 

12    74.6 27    73.7 

13    75.4 28    75.6 

14    76.7 29    74.3 

15    72.5 30    75.6 

16    72.1   



 

 
 

 

and morphological measures are applied on the binary images to remove unwanted regions from the binary results and to 

produce clean segmented images. We showed the method presented worked well on many images in this difficult task on 

the given dataset. The results produced using the algorithm presented here are an effort towards exploring possible ways 

to solve hard problems, like segmentation, in medical image analysis. Future work in this research includes the extension 

of current technique to a 3D segmentation approach for the 3D datasets and the search of additional features in the 

machine learning for detecting all neuronal structures simultaneously, and to explore other machine learning techniques, 

and how to avoid removing the objects of interest in the thresholds criteria in the last step of the algorithm. 
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